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ABSTRACT 
The object of this thesis is to investigate the use of 
smoothness and elongation test results as criteri___sm for evaluating 
the printin2_� guali ty of paper. The relationship oi smoothness and 
printing quality has been known for many years and in all previous 
work it has been shown to be influential to printing quality. The 
relationship of elongation and printing quqlity has never been 
investigated. The experimental procedure consisted of testing 
the paper samples for smoothness and elongation, and determining 
the printing quality of the different papers with the I. G. T. 
Printability Tester. The results of the analysis of the experi­
mental data can be used to indicate good or poor printing 
quality of paper. 
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II A STUDY OF A MlETHuD ;re PREDICT ?RIN'l:ING ;luALITY OF PAPER 
BY MEANS OF SMOOTHNESS A
N
D ELONGATION TEST RESULTS" 
INTRODUCTION 
In the past thirty years 6reat tBchni-cal advancements have 
been made in the manufacture and printing of paper. However, 
the development of evaluating techniques to determine paper 
printability and printing quality have not kept pace with other 
developments in the industry(l). This is due to the complexity 
of the printing operation, lack of suitable definition of 
printability and printing quality, and the lack of instrumen­
tation to measure the printing aspects of paper(2). 
The printinb of paper involves three systems: (a) paper, 
(b) ink, and (c) the printing press(3). Each of these three
systems is made up of many variables which affect each system 
and the other systems because they are interrelating during 
the printin0 process. The following diagram illustrates the 
interrelationship of the three systems during the printing 
operation: 
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The soal of any method of evaluation is to be able to 
determine before _printin6 how paper will print or the paper's 
printability and print quality. The evaluation method should 
be short, simple, and give fast results which can be used to 
evaluate paper's printing properties in the paper mill and 
print sbo�. 
Printability and printing quality are two terms which are 
often confused. Printability means the combination of strength 
properties, ink receptivity, and runability which enable the 
paper to withstand the tensions of the printin:; press and to 
have high printin� quality(6, 7, 8). Printing Quality is the 
evaluation of the reproduction of the original copy judged by 
its general appearance, gloss, finish and contrast of printed 
and unprinted areas, uniformity of solid and halftone areas, 
tone value and �rin�in5 fidelity(3, 6, 3, 1, 21). 
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HISTORY - METHGDS OFEVALUATION 
Most o.f the important work done in developing methods of 
evaluation has been carried on in the last fifteen years. 
'I'hree schools of thought have developed as to the basis for 
testing paper to determine its printing quality. The first 
one believes that any evaluation technique should be based on 
instrument testing of the paper after it is printed(3, l); 
while the other �roup bases their methods on testing the 
paper before it is printed(lO, 9, 2, 4, 1). The third group 
believes it should be based on both types of tests. 
Methods used in the past to test printed paper for print­
in� quality have seen the wide use of the proof press utili�ing 
letterpress and gravure printing processes(l, 13, 4, 15), ink 
setting time using the 1Jrinting gage to obtain a visual value 
for printing quality(6), drawdown to .simulate printing pressures 
in which paper is characterized as it would appear during the 
printing operation(l7), and ·actual observation of the printing 
operation by high speed motion pictures and microsopic analysis 
of the printed paper(l3, o; (). All these methods have one 
big drawback which is the lack of an unbiased evaluation of 
the results of the tests to give a value which can accurately 
determine the printing quality o� the paper. In the use of 
proof press methods, human evaluation is widely used and much 
work has been done to alleviate this human factor and give 
reproducible results(lS, 15). 
Those who favor testing the paper before printing have 
investigated all the physical properties of paper which could 
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possibly have any influence on printing quality to determine 
if they could be used to evaluate paper's printing character­
istics. Of all the properties, tests showed that smoothness 
was the most important factor for paper in printing. Com­
pressibility was found to be influential to printing, but 
measurement of this property is very.difficult. Softness was 
found to be a factor. Ink receptivity was found, also, to be 
a factor of printing quality. Press speed is influential. 
Stiffness has no correlation. 
Of all the studies carried.out on the physical properties 
of pa;_:;er, those directed to investigating the rheology of 
paper seem to be the most promising for the development of a 
method evaluating �rinting quality(23). This work involves 
the study of tensile and elongation properties of paper. So 
far paper rheology relative to printing quality has not been 
investigated., but v.JOrk done to date has brought to light what 
actually happens during tensile and elongation tests. This 
is a significant step toward developing a printing evaluation 
method because it has revealed that the present tensile 
instruments and elongation testers are inaccurate and incapable 
of giving reproducible results, because of the present jaw 
deaign -f1hich allow2, sli_ppa:se of the paper during the test. 
The paper expands during the test; and the time-load factor 
is not analogous to that of actual use. 
The evaluation methods developed to date have had partial 
success in evaluatin� paper printing quality, but they all 
lack the ability to 6ive results which can correlate papers' 
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physical properties and printed paper characteristics with 
printing quality to the satisfaction of, the papermaker and of
the printer. The reason for this is that our present under-_ 
standing of paper and the printing operation is in its infancy. 
The answer to the problem lies in the field of paper rheology. 
Future research in this are ::>, w,ill eventually unlock the
essential factors that govern printing quality in paper. 
Once these factors are found, instrumen_ts can qe designed to 
evaluate them; and, thus, determine the printing quality of 
the tested paper. 
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HISTORY - SMOOTHNESS AND ELONGATION TEST DEVELOPMENT 
Whenever smoothness has been investigated to find out 
whether or not it correlates with printing quality, the results 
have shown that it is the moct influential factor affecting 
print inc; quality of pa-�er(21, 22, 23'). -
Smoothness has been callea several names such as: surface 
configuration ana roughness in an attempt to use a more mean­
in�iul term(20). Tnis has come about because of the lack of 
understanding of just what smoothness is and how it affects 
printing. Smoothness of paµer deals primarily with all the 
deviations in height, depth, and width of surface imperfec­
tions; and the frequency and distribution pattern of these 
variations. Thefreq_uency and distribution pattern of the 
surface variations is very important, because a pa-0er with 
numerous small deviations prints better than a paper with a 
few large deviations ·when both of these pa9ers have the same 
smoothness. 
:rhere are -chree variations inherent in paper which affect 
smoothness. 'rhese are coating patterns, interfiber voids, felt 
an<i wire marks. 
Smoothness instruments use five different principles to 
the surface configuration of pa?er; they are as follows:: 
1. air-leak instruments
2. optical contact
3. ink-oil transfer and coverage
4. surface-nrofile measurement
5. subjective evaluation of magnified surfaces
-7-
The air-leakaGe instruments now in use throughout the paper 
industry are the Bekk, Burley, and Burley SPS, Scheffield, 
Bentsen, and the Williams. These instruments are limited by 
one important factor and that is their.inability to duplicate 
pa1;erpress conditions. In the first place, they all v.rork 
under a static pressure condition which allows the paper to 
come to equilibrium with the pressure by ccmpressing. Actually, 
in printing the pressure in dynamic; and the paver does not 
have a chance to come to equilibrium. Also, in printing there 
is an ink film which makes contact with the surf'ace of the 
pa,er and printing rlate. This is not taken into account in 
any smoothness tester. 
There is only one optical contact area instrument in use 
in the industry at the present. This is the Chapman Smoothness 
Tester(lO). This instrument comes the closest to simulating 
actual printing conditions on all the present testers. Here 
the paper is subjected to considerable pressure which, due to 
the ctatic conditicns, leads to compressiblility of the paper 
and incre.1ses the smoothness results. 
'rhe printin6 smoothness is that fraction of the surface 
that can be brou�ht into contact with a smooth suiface pressed 
against it under pressures comparable to printin; pressures. 
'r:he amount of cent 18t is llieasursd by the amount of light 
reflected back from the glass surface which the paJer is 
pressed against. In areas ._,,here the pa er doesn't make contact 
·.'li th the glass, ths li6ht is bent away frcm the· norrc.al anci is
not recor_ed by a system utilizin; a photo�lectric cell. 
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Therefore, hi�h reflectance alon� the normal indica�es a 
smooth suriace r;-hile low reflectance indicates a rou5h sheet. 
0 0 
40 40 
,/ 
_paper 
glass 
(Light reflected back 
from surface imperfec­
tion \!ill not follow 
the normal; therefore, 
the instrument records only the light that comes within 
40 degrees of either side the normal.) 
1rhis instrument suffe Ls frum one big disadvanta6e, which 
I have ex_plained earlier, static equilibrium under vressure. 
,,,he inventor noteu this and pointed out that to correct the 
instrurr.ent .,vuld be to costly. 
Ink-oil transfer and coverage techniques have developed 
to vi_ ually evaluate t.he surface of paper in attempt to 
determine smoothness. These tests utilize proof press 
techniques, Hull draw-dovms and wipes, and nip-oil separating 
apparatus; but they ho..ve one bi6 drawback which is the inability 
to give results that can be used to evaluate smoothness or as 
mentioned earlier, printin::; quality. 
0urface profile instruments have been desi,;ned in an 
attem�t to measure the �ctual surface deviations cf pa�er. 
fhose in use today are the Brush Surface Analyzer and the 
.i.>rof"icorder. These ty-7e s of instruments sho·;; ;reat promise 
because they can investi6ate the entire surface of sheet, 
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where else other testers measure only a small fraction of the 
sheet. 
Subjective evaluation of the surface of paper with the 
aid of magnification has seen the use of various photographic 
techniques to visually examine and evaluate the printed and 
unprinted paper surface. 
The prime value of any smoothness instrument is to predict 
and rank paper surfaces' effect on printing fidelity. This is 
essential because printin� is affected by the individual 
imperfections and not instrument averages. Future developments 
should be designed to create a smoothness tester which will 
test pa\)er under the conditions found in printing. 
The prime object of this thesis is to determine whether a 
combination of smoothness and elongation test results can give 
an accurate correlation 1,vith printing quality. Research in 
elongation's influence on printing quality is nonexistant; but 
within the last twenty years, �udies and experiments to 
investigate paper rheological properties have brought to light 
many interesting; facts about paper which have promise as being 
the key to the whole evaluation problem(23). By using elonga­
tion as a factor in connection with smoothness, this thesis 
hopes to show that rheology can solve evaluation problems. 
Rheological studies have brought out one factor which 
for many years ,·,as suspected but never proved. This is the 
fact that our present tensile and elongation testing equip­
ment is not ad.equate to measure these properties because the 
instruments fail to take into account the fact that paper 
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,, 
expands under tensi011. 1rhe present design of the jaws in the
tensile tester allow slippage of t�e paper. The stress, 
loading, shear, and strain of the paper is not applied uniform­
ily; while the time relationship is not even taken into account. 
Besides this the testers do not simulate actual printing or 
other ac�ual conditi0ns of�use(Gront� Rancee, Gibbon, 
Farebrother, Steenberg, Ivarsson) (23). 
Future rheological studies into the structure of papers 
and their relation tu the stress, strain, and time factors 
involved when paper is nrinted, will give the basic knowledge 
from which it will be possible to design instruments to 
evaluate printing quality of paper. 
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EJ.P,iRIMENTAL DiSIGN 
?urpose 
The literature survey·, has' shown that smoothness has a 
definite correlation with printing quality fand that the influence 
of elongation has never been ev�luated. 
Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the 
use of smoothness and elongation test data in predicting print­
ing quality of pa0er befoie printing. 
General Design 
The general design of the.�x)erimental procedure is t6 test 
the samples oi' _pa_per (various coated and uncoated. sheets) for 
smoothness on the Gurley SPS Tester and elongation on the Testing 
Machines Tensile Tester. 
To determine the applicability of the results in predicting 
printing quality, the I. G. T. Printability Tester was utiliied 
to evaluate the printin,� qual.ity of the sample papers. '!!:his 
�volveci. an adaptation cf the I. G. T. smoothness test in which 
a 20mrr: half-tone screen containing a 10, 50, 70, and 90 p;er cent 
etch is used instead of the usual 10mm solid dies. The samples 
are tested at various printing pressures by mea:ns of a°'justing 
the printing apparatus (2.5kg/cm2, 5.0 kg/cm2, 10.0 kg/cm2,
2 2 · 
20.0 kg/cm , and 40 kg/cm). The evaluation is based upon the 
minimum printin0 �)res sure required to reproduce the 10, 50, 70, 
and. 90 per cent etch screens. '11he minimum printing pressur�. for ..
each sample is computed. The rating as to good· or poor printing 
-14-
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quality is based on the sum of· the printing ._ ·pressures. 
1.rhe 
� 
minimum total is four times the minimum pressure which is 
2 .5 kg/cm2 or 10.0 points. 'rhe maximum would be four-times
40 kg/ cm
2 
or a total of 160 _poin·ts. Good prin,ting quality
lies from 10-75 points Vvhile 76_:160 points 'for poor printing 
quality. 
•· ( '
In actual practice t·wo chan.ges were necessary for 
eff'iciency. - 'J:he first vas the. ·change to the Bekk smooth_ness 
r . . 
tester. This was facilitated by the 'high results caused by an 
oil s9ot which appeared on the sample. The second change developed 
in the determination of �rintinG quality of the paper samples 
when it was noticed that the 90 per cent etch screen fa�led to 
be wo •UQ__E:_ on all of the E amples because of filling-in of the 
screen. This also changed the rating system because there are 
three total printing pr1:issures instead of four. Thus the good 
printin; quality was between 7.5 and SO points and the poor 
print in:; quality 1'rom ,'.::>1-120 points. For the an9-lysis of the 
smoothness and elongation test results data of the best of the 
good printin,::; quality :papers and of the worst of the poor 
printin� quality pa;)ers was utilized. 
Materials and Equipment 
The following materials and equivment were used in the 
experimental investi�ation of the thesis: 
Materials 
1. Fifty seven samples of coated and uncoated
papers from Allied Paper Corporation.
2. I. P. I. Black Letterpress No. 2 ink.
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Equipment 
1. Gurley S. P. S. Teste�
2. Bekk Smoothness Testef. ·
3 ■ I. G. T. Inking Apparatus
4. I. G. T. �rinting Ap�ar&tus
5. I. G. T. Ink Pipette
6. 20mm. Printing disc with half-tone screens of 10,
50, 70, and 90 per cent etch
Experimental Procedure 
All of the testinJ carried out under 1ra·;ipi standard condi­
tions of constant humidity and temperature. 
1l1he samples of paper are first tested for smoothness with 
the Bekk Smoothness Tester following the procedure set down in 
T 479sm-!.�8 with the follol'ving changes: 
1. The sample is not cut into 2 x 2 inch test samples.
Instead the 11 x 8¼ sheets were used in the test.
2. The smoothness is taken only on the felt side of
the sample.
3. The smoothness determinations were made covering
the majority of the test sample. The ·average value
is determined and recorded.
4. The 1/10 position was used when the smoothness was
over 100 sec. 'J:he result is then multiplied by ten
to convert it to an "0" position reading. This was
done to decrease the time of the test.
The paper samples viere then teste6. for elongation 
on the Testin6 Machines Tensile Tester elongation 
testin0 apparatus. This apparatus measures elohgation 
and per cent elongation. Elongation is measured in 
machine and cross direction. The sample size is 
10 x ¼ inches. Four samples were tested in the machine 
direction and one sample tested in the cross dir�ction 
(due to small sanple size). The per cent elongation 
anc the tensile results were also recorded. 
The I. G. T. Printability tester was used to evaluate the 
printing quality of the paper s�mples. Th� sampl�s iere cut 
into 1 x 10 inch strips in the tiiath,ine d'irectton.. '£here 
-..16-' 
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v,e�'e five samples cut for each reake'· of pa;">er. The procedure 
for inking the I. G. T. Inking Apparatus was to apply an 
initial 0.4cm3 of No. 2 ink. and allow it to distribute for 
ten minutes (soft rubber roles were used). After five applica­
tions to the half-tone disc O.lcm3 of ink was added to the 
inking apparatus and allowed to distribute for two minutes 
before additional use. The I. G. T. ink pipette was used to 
measure out the exact quanities of ink. 
The procedur� to print the samples wasa3 follows: 
1. Attach the pendulum drive to the I. G. T. Printing
Apparatus if it is not already on the machine.
2. Attach sample with felt side up.
3. Raise the pendulum into test position.
4. Adjust the printing pressure with the printing
disc axle in the forward position.
5. Put the printing disc axle in the rearward position.
6. Apply the printing disc to the axle and put'it in the
f or\irard position
7. Print the sample.
8. Repeat steps 1-7 at the various printing pressures.
The procedure for rating the printing quality of the 
printed paper samples is as follows: 
Each printed sample is evaluated by the use of a 
magnifing glass to determine the minimum pressure required to 
reproduce the various etches. The sum of the minimum printing 
pressures 0f the three etches is recorded. Since five different 
printing pressures were use� on each of the three etches, the 
ratin6 oi good or poor priritins quality of this total.is used. 
-'17-
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A point system based on the multiplication of the printing 
pressure by three (the number of etches) was used to rate the 
good or poor printing quality papers. The range in points 
lay from 7.5 to 120, so 60 was chosen as the division point 
between good or poor printing quality. 
2.5 X 3-- 7.5 
5 X 3-- 15 
10 X 3-- 30 GOOD 
15 X 3-- 45 
20 X 3-- 60 
40 X 3--120 Pe>em 
The sum of points for good printing quality is between 7.5
� and 60, while poor printing quality is from 61 to 120. (NOTE: 
, Some samples failed to reproduce the 50 and/or 70 per cent etch 
screens. In this case a poor rating was automatically given. 
These were then the worst of the poor printing quality papers. 
-18-
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?HESENTATICN OF RESULTS 
Table I shows the results of the smoothness' elongatfon·� 
and I. G. T. printing pressure tests on, the fifty seven samples 
of coated and uncoated papers. 
Table II presents the analysis of the results of· the· 
initial smoothness,, elongation, and I. G. T •. printing pressure 
' .. 
tests. This data was based onihe results of Table I for the 
eleven best of the go.od printing quality papers ano. the ten 
worst of the poor printin6 quality papers. Thus it is. possible 
t.o examine both extremes of printing quality to ascertain the
the establishment of any tren.ds which could be used ._to evaluat� 
printing quality of paper. 
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TABLE I - INITIAL RESULTS 
I MD-ELONCA TION CD-ELONGATION I.G.T. PRINTING PRESSURE
GRADE SMOOTHNESS VALUE % T VALUE ! T 10% 50% 70% TO'lAL -- - - --
C':�LJ 1fC',LOSS OFYSET ENAEEL BLUE-WHT 80# 1,329.86 0.033 0.008 18.90 0.117 0.029 10.30 5.o 10.0 20.0 3.5.o 
ONE 7�HE CARBON 9# 62 .02 0.033 o.o.5o 7.8.5 0.096 0.028 4.30 2.s 20.0 20.0 42.5 
E'J2.YCLJFF.DIA 3RITAll"'ICA 30# 66.23 0.020 o.oo.5 7.35 0.081 0.020 4.40 40.0 10.0 10.0 60.0 
THINPAQUE 20# 102. 77 0.011 0.003 8.07 0.000 0.000 3.65 10.0 20.0 20.0 So.o 
WE'T' S'ffiENGTH HAP PAPER 61# 55.58 0.199 0.049 28.59 0.218 o.o.54 12.45 20.0 10.0 20.0 so.o 
GLOSSOMRR E .F. 35# 88.19 0.028 0.007 6.75 0.150 0.037 4.37 10.0 20.0 20.0 so.a 
RUFF "'TORTHBROOK LEDGER 24# 27.0.5 0.095 0.023 18.45 0.189 0.047 11.60 ---- 20.0 20.0 
WHI'TE �lOR'fHBROOY LEDGER 32# 26.41 0.119 0.029 20.80 0.212 o.o5J 12.l.io 10.0 20.0 20.0 so.a 
WHI1E r:ORTHBR01K LEDrnR 24# 19.33 0.132 0.033 17 .60 0.193 0.048 8.80 Lo.o 40.0 4o.o 120.0 
BLUE-'.llfHITE NORTI-IBROOK DUPLICATOR 20# 104.03 o.oto 0.010 9:.70 0.052 0.013 s.20 5.o 10.0 10.0 25.o
GOLDENROD NORTHBROOK BOND 16# 74.39 0.016 0.004 lJ.61 0.088 0.022 6.50 10.0 20.0 40.0 70.0 
BLUE-WHITE NORTHBROOK ViTI'IBO 20# 21.68 0.023 0.008 9.02 0.091 0.022 s.oo 10.0 ho.o 40.0 90.0 
BUFF NORTHBROOK BOND 16# 43.66 0.027 0.007 ll.31 0.225 o.o.56 6.J4 10.0 20.0 20.0 so.a 
GREEN NORTHBROOK BOND 16# 28. 70 0.051 0.012 12 .02 0.123 0.03:3 6.65 20.0 4o.o 40.0 100.0 
CANARY NORTH:3ROOK BOIi.TD 16# 49.85 0.042 0.010 11.45 0.112 0.024 6.18 10.0 4o.o 40.0 90.0 
FINK NORTHBRWK BOND 16# 32.59 0.016 0.004 11.31 0.008 ·0.002 6.34 10.0 20.0 40.0 70.0 
BLUE-WHI'TE NOR TIIBROOK BOND 16# 28.47 o.o4o · 0.010 13. 78 0.210· 0.052 6.15 10.0 4o.o 40.0 90.0 
BLUE NORTHBROOK _ '24# 31.60 0.0.57 0.014 10.98 o.o69 o.01.1 5.Bo 10.0 4o.o 4o.o 90.0 
ERI 'IHE HUE TT'.\JTS HINT 50# 56.94 0.049 0.012 10.70_ 0.112 0.028· 6 �17· 10�.o - 4o.o 4o.o 90.0 
ERITHEHUE TINTS OCHRE 50# 38.46 0.045 0.011 11.45 0.057 0.014 4.96 20.0 4o.o 4o.o 100.0 
ERITHEHUE TINTS BEIGE 50# 38.24 0.030 0.007 _ 10. 75 0.067 0.017 5.52 10.0 20.0 20.0 so.o 
CELLUFOLD' OFFSET ENAMEL C2S 80# 578.21 0.058 0.014 21.o6 0.152 · 0.038 10. 70:- 20.0 2·0.0 20.0 60.0 
CELLUGLOSS OFFSET ENAMEL C2S 70# 530.45 o.b41 0.010 1s.·90 0.080 0.020 5.50 s.o 20.0 20.0 45.o
CELLUPRINT ENAHEL C2S 80# 1,015.93 0.035 0.009 11.70 0.000 0.000 7 .20 20.0 20.0 4o.o 80.0 
TIJJPERIAL OFFSET ENAMEL C2S 70# 1,034.53 0.071 0.019 18.10- 0.087 0.022 6.30 s.o 10.0 20.0 35.o
IMPERIAL ENAHEL C2S 80# 884.0l 0.035 0.009 13-.16 o.o67 0.017 6�60 5.o 20.0 20.0 45.o
VELOUR OFFSET ENAMEL C 2 S 80# 786.24 o.o62 0.015 15.60 o.14o 0.035 10.70 s.o 10.0 10.0 25.o
VELOUR ENAMEL C2S 80# 431.71 0.038 0.009 14.10 o.143 0.0)6 7.90 5.o 20.0 20.0 45.o
CELLUFOLD LITHO C2S 70# 368.41 0.047 0.012 18.50 0.151 0.038 6.20 10.0 20.0 4o.o 70.0
MONAJ� H LITHO C 1S 60# 839.24 0.036 0.009 12. 70 0.113 0.033 6.90 5.o 10.0 20.0 35.o
CF.LLUGUARD OFFSET ENAMEL 65# 522.91 0.052 0�012 16.So 0.091 0.022 7.40 10.0 40.0 40.0 90.0 
EXCEIGLOSS OFFSET ENAMEL C2S 70# 471.36 o.oso 0.0:;i.2 13.71 o_.110 0.027 8.90 5.o 20.0 20.0 45.0 
EXC ELTTH LITHO C lS 60# 67.5.45 o.o.56 0.014 12.60 0.800 0.200 9.30 20.0 4o.o 40.0 100.0 
COMET ENAMEL C2SGREEN 70# 657.88 o.o.55 0.014 13.30 0.048 0.012 7.60 2.5 20.0 20.0 42.5 
COMET ENAMEL C2S CANARY 80# 557 .18 0.046 0.011 14.57 0.077 0.019 8.30 s.o 20.0 20.0 45.o
C"O'ME"r 'Q1',JA�L C2S GOLDENROD 80# 368.22 0.032 0.008 13.50 0.010 0.002 5.70 10.0 20.0 20.0 so.o 
COMET ENAMEL C2S INDIA 70#- :'- ,. 573.09 o.o.59 0.015 13.10 0.075 0.019 8.So 10.0 20.0 40.0 70.0 
LITHOBULK OFFSET' FOR OFFSET 50# 6.39 o.o.56 0.014 12.30 0.090 0.022 9.80 20.0 Lo.o 4o.o 100.0 
CUSTOM OFFS'ET 50# - .,-. - - 21.04 0.048 0.012 15. 70 0.107 0.027 7.70 20.0 
,l' 
GRADE --
ALL STAR OFFSET BLUE WHITE 50# 
SOLAR OFFSET WOVE 50# 
'JYPOBULK EGGSHELL 50# 
CLIMAX E.F. 5ff# :�· 
CLIMAX EGGSHELL 50# 
SOLAR E.F. 50# 
SOLAR EGGSHELL 50# 
THINAQUE 30#
TI1PERIAL BIBLE E.F. 30# 
· BRITISH OPAQUE E.F. 301/
ERITHEHU'E TINTS SKY BLUE 50# 
, ERITHEHUE ·TIN'IS CORAL 50# 
.. ERITHEHDt TINTS--FORSY'IHIA 50# 
.. /· . _,_ 
. ·,. 
,_·: �· .-:�·, 
�· 
"' 
.;. 
,.,,. 
·., 
L, 
TABLE L - INITIAL·- RESULTS" 
MD-ELONGATION 
SMOOTHNESS VALUE � 
27.23 0.041 0.010 
38.17 0.039 0.009 
9�00 0.036 0.009 
113.74 0.046 o.on
92.48 0.01+2 0.010 
180.44 0.031 0.010 
8.92 0.033 0.008 
73.11 0.029 0.007 
165.12 0.001 0.0002 
102.59 0.001 0.0002 
41.13 0.033 0.008 
36.00 0.021 0.005 
47 .82 0.041 0.010· 
CD-ELONGATION
T - VALUE � T-
13.24 o;�222 0.055 7 .06 
10.16 0.087- 0.013 6.60 
14.90 0.090 0.022 7.40 
10.82 o.os4 0.021 8.oo
9.70 0.101 0.025 6.16 
8.15 0.045 0.011 5.12 
s.20 0.093 0.023 4. 78
8.74 0.081 0.020 4.52 
4.58 o.o6o 0.015 2.56 
J.56 0.033 0.008 2.91 
12.73 0.089 0.020 6.03 
13.46 0.117 0.029 6.50 
12.03 0.086 0.021 5.8o 
.. 
I.G.T. PRINTING PRESSURE
10% So% 
20.0 4o.o 
20.0 4o.o 
40.0 ----
20.0 4o.o 
4o.o ----
10.0 4o.o 
4o.o ----
20.0 ----
40.0 40.0 
10.0 40.0 
4o.o ho.o 
4o.o ----
4o.o ho.a 
7o% TOTAL 
-.. - ---•-
1..J.O.O 100.0 ---- -----
4o.o 100.0 ---- -----
4o.o 90.0 ---- --------- -----
40.0 120.0 
40.0 90.0 
40.0 120.0 ---- -----
4o.o 120.0 
..... ', ...... ·' 
-� 
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TABLE II - ANALYSIS OF INITIAL RESULTS 
GRADE SM X MDE SM X CDE I-IDE X CDE SM X t'J)E X CDE SM X MDE SM X CDE MDE X CDE SM X MDE X CDE --
pp pp pp pp 
GO"D PRINTING QHALI'IY PAPERS: (X 10-3) (X 10-4 ) (X 10-2) 
ONE TIME CARBON 2 .o4 5.95 3.168 1.97 0.04809 d.'lL.O 0.745 4.64 
CELLUGLOSS OFFSET ENAMEL C2S 21.75 42.4L. 3'.280 1.39 o.4830Q 0.943 0.716 3.90 
]}TPERIAL OFFSET ENAMEL C2S 73.34 89.56 6.180 6.40 2.09540 2.559- 1.770 18.30 
IMPF.RIAL ENAMEL C 2S 29.54 59.24 2.350 2.80 o.65600 1.316 o.522 4 .54 
VELOlTR OFFSET E1.,IAMEL C 2S 41.87 110.07 8.680 6.64 1.67500 4.403 3.360 26.60 
VELOUR ENAMEL C2S 16.37 f1J,o 5.430 2.35 0.36400 1.367 1.200 5.22 
MONAOCH LI'.!'HO ClS 30.20 91+.R0 4.070 3.41 0.86290 2.709 1.620 9.74 
EXCELGLOSS OFFSET EN.AMEL C 2S 23.57 51.80 5.500 2.59 o.52400 1.151 1.220 5.76 
COMET ENAMEL C 2S GREEN 36.20 31.60 2.640 1.74 o.85200 0.744 0.621 4.09 
COMET ENAMEL C 2S CANARY 25.63 42.90 3.540 . 1.97 o.51000 0.953 o. 787 4.38 
CELLUGLESS OFFSET ENAMEL B-W 43.88 115.40 3.860 , .5.13 0.97500 4.616 1.103 lL.. 70 
FOOR PRINTING QUALI'JY PAPERS: (X 10-3) (X 10-4) (X 10-2 )
BUFF NORTHBROOK LEDGER 2.57 .5��12.: 18.000 o.47.0 0.02140' 0.0427 1.Soo 3.917 
CUS'IDM OFFSET 0.91 2.25 5.130 0.108 0.00758· 0.0188 9.000 0.090 
ALL STAR OFFSET BLUE-WHITE 1.12 6.05 9.100, 0.248 0.00933 o.o5o4 0.760 2.070 
'IYPOBULK EGGSHELL .0.32 0.81 3�240 0.029 0.00270 o.oo68 0.270 0.242 
CLIMAX EJGSHELL 3.88 9.34 4.240 0.392 0.03230 0�0786 ·0.350 3.270 
SOLAR EGGSHELL 0.30 o.83 30.100 0.027 0.00247 o.oo69 0.250 0.233 
THINAQUE 2 .42 5.92 2.350 0.172 0.00201 0.0441 · 0.200 1.430 
'''IMPERIAL. BIBLE � .F. .. , 0.17 9.91 o.oo6 0.010 0.00138 8.2583 0.000 0.083. 
ERITHEHUE TIN'IS CORAL 0.76 4.22 2.660 0.096 o.oo630 O.OJ52 0.220 o. 789
ERITHEHUE TINTS SKY BLUE 1.35 3.28 2.640 0.109 0.01120 0.0273 0.220 0.908 
·-
TABLE II - ANALYSIS OF- INITIAL RESUL'IS (CONTINUED) 
GRADE pp pp pp pp p p p p PP MDE CDE SM 
SM X MDE SH X CDE MDE X CDE SM X MDE X CDE MDE CDE SM p p p p PP 
G00D PRINTING QUALI'IY PAPERS: (X 10-4) (X 10-4) 
ONE TIME CARBON . 20.830 7 .142 1,341.5 21.57 1,287.9 856.9 o.o685 7.76 2.26 1.471 
CELLUGLOSS OFFSET ENAMEL C2S , 2 .o69 1.o60 13,719.5 32 .37 1,097.6 562.6 o.ooa5·_' 9.11 1. 78 11.790
'IMPERIAL OFFSE'T' ENAMEL C 2S o.L�n 0.359 5,663.4 5.47 492 .9 402.3 0.0034 20.30 4.90 29.560 
IMPF.RIAL ENAf1EL C2S 1.523 0.760 19,148.9 21.63 1,285.7 671.6 0.0051 7.78 ll..4.90 19.640 
VELOUR OFFSET ENAf1EL C 2S o.597 0.226 2,880.2 3.77 �03.2 1.8 0.0318 24.80 5p;oo 31.450 
VELOUR ENAMEL C2S 2.749 0.733 8,287.3 19.15 1:,184.2 314.7 0.1040 8.44 31.60 9.590 
MONARCH LI'IBO C 1S 1.159 0.369 8,599.5 10.26 972.2 309.7 0.0417 10.30 32.30 23.980 
EXCELGLOSS OFFSET EHA1'1EL C2S 1.909 0.869 e,181.s 17 .37 900.0 
-·1 G.0955 11.10 24.40 10.480. L,e9 
COMET E.NAMEL C2S GREEN 1.174 1.344 16,098.5 24.43 772.7 '88.5.4 0.0646 12.90 ll.30 15.480
COMET ENAMEL C2S CANARY 1.755 1.049 12,7ll.9 22.84 978.J 534.4 0.0808 10;12 17 .10 12.380 
CELLUGLOSS OFFSET ENAMEL B-W 0.798 0.22:s 9,o67.4 6.82 1,o60.6 299.2 0.2630 9.43 32.80 37.400 
, . .
POOR PRINTING QUALI'JY PAPERSi (X, io-4 ) (X 10-4) 
BUFFNORTHBR08K LEDGER 46.690 23.430 . 6,666.7 2,533.19 1,263.2 "634 .9 .-4 .• 440 ].92 is.so 0.225 
CUS WM OFFSET ·131.870 53.330 2,339.2 1,111.11 2,500.0 1,121.s "5. 700 u.oo · 8 9.2· o.175
cr; , . 
ALL STAR OFF.SET BLUE-WHI'J. E  107 .140 24.750 1,318.6 - 483.87 2,926.8 540·.-5 4.410 ... ,3.42 18-.5'0 0.221 
'IYPOBULK EGGSHELL 370.370 749.380 ':3,703.7 4,137.93 3 ,333.J 1,333.3 13.040 3·.00. 7.50 0.088 
CLIMAX EG"SHELL 30.930 12 .-840 2,830.2 Jo6.12 2,852.1 1,188.2 1.298 · . ·3.50 8.4.2 0.771 
SOLAR EGGSHELL 14o.54o 114.750 3,986.7 tL,477.61 36,036.0 1,129.0 13.450. 2.75 7 .7.5 0.074 
·. TI-IINAQUE 49.580 20.270 5,lo6.4 679.67 4,137.9 1,481.5 1.641._:_. 2.42 6.67 0.609 
IMPERIAL BIBLE E.F. 127.370 12.110 200,000.0 1,212.21 ·120,000.0 2,000.0 0.727 0.08 5.cio 1.376
ERITHEHUE TIN'IS CORAL 158. 730 2'8.430 4,511.3 1,252.61 5,714.3 1,025.6 J,;330 1.75 19.80 9.300 
ERITHEHUE TINTS SKY BLUE 88.890 36.590 4,545.5 1,100.92 J,636.4 1,500.0 2.920 2.75 - 6.67 0.343
DISCUSSION OF·RESULTS 
· . .  
The results of the analysis of the ,initial results of 
1.rable II shov.' that in four cases th� printing quality can be 
evaluated by the use of smo·othness, elongation, and I. G. T. 
printin6 yressure tests results •. 
The first and most signifi·cp..n.t correlation of printing 
quality and the data in Table. II is ihe calculation of smooth­
ness x machine direction elon6ation x cross direction elonga­
tion. Papers with s0od printing quality gave results which 
;,vere always larger than 1. 0 while papers of poor printing 
quality gave figures -which were always srr,,aller than 1. 0. 
�his is significant because a control test utilizing three 
simple and fast tests may be possible after further work to 
i�ure that the before mentioned calculation holds true for 
all typed of paper. 
l'hree l'�ore apparent correlations are also brought to 
light by Table II. 1he differenc� between these three 
calculations and the first calculation is that I. G� T. 
printing pressure test results is utilized in the calculation. 
These three calculations are: 
(a) 
PP 
SM x MDE 
(b) 
pp 
SM x CDE 
(c) 
pp 
SM x MDE x CDE 
iii th (a) good printing quality papers give a figure which 
is alvmys below 30.0, and poor printing quality papers give a 
figure which is al0.vays larger than 30.0. 
-20-
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With (b) good printin0 p.apers· give a f:i@.l.re which lies 
below 10.0, and poor printing·· quality papers give a result 
which always above 10.U. 
With (c) good 1Jrintin� quality pa-pers give a figure which 
is always below�' and poor printing quality papers give a 
figure which is larger than 50.0.
·rhe previous four cases of correlation have occured. under
the experimental conditions of this thesis and cover the samples 
listed on Table I. 
Future work in the use of the four calculations to evaluate 
printing quality of paper should cover an extremely wide 
selection of samples to insure their applicability to all 
papers. 
In the literature survey the deficiences of the elonga­
tion test and the inability of present smootlu�.ess testing 
instruments to simulate printing· _con_ditions was thorough;l,.y 
discussed. These deficiences should be overcome in the design 
of new testing equipID.ent. With the aid of new_instruments, a 
better understanding of paper and printing will be possible, 
and thus printin6 quality will -be further understood.· 
., 
,. t 
CONCLUSIONS 
Under the conditions of this experiment,the following 
conclusions can be made concerning the experimental work 
' . 
resulting from the investigation of smoothness and elongation 
test results.� 
In four cases smoothness· and. elongation test results 
definitely correlate ·.;i th printing quality. 
The experimental �ork of this thesis supports all previous 
work which found that smoothness was influential to printing 
quality. 
This thesis ha::; found that elongation definitely contributes 
to printing quality of paper. 'rhis presents the question of 
the influence of other rheological properties of paper on 
printin�; quality. Further studies into the rheological' 
properties of pai.,er hold the key to the understanding of paper 
and printing. '(iith this knowledge it vdll be possible to · 
understand and evaluate printing quality of paper. 
June 10, 1961 
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